Valery KUBAREV
Freedom
All world with amazement observed on the air within several days of June, 2004 of
funeral of the President the USA Ronald Reagan. To funeral the state status has been
appropriated, and on June, 11 have been declared by the day off in the USA. To
Washington thousand state and political leaders from all Earth have gathered. Laudatory
odes to the outstanding figure of the world, which has overthrown without a uniform shot of
the USSR, Empire of Evil as named us R. Reagan, flew endlessly. M. Gorbachev and M.
Tetchier were there as old friends (the brother and the sister - puritans).
All anything, if not a ceremony of funeral. A catafalque from six dark, practically black
horses, ahead the invisible drummer, behind a procession by the bridles a black horse with
a saddle, a sabers and pair a boot, inserted in stirrup, but the developed socks back.
Jacobs spirit R. Reagan looks back on the army (could and turn, what for look sitting
through back?). The world community, including American, has eaten this ceremony without
special comments, sadly having noted, that at R. Reagan the roof and this funeral will not
has moved down quite healthy person (he was sick of illness Icegamer). Only ceremony of
funeral of R. Reagan has written in 1989, and a roof at him has demolished in 1994, have
probably overlooked.
Thus everyone know, that R. Reagan the Catholic and the deserved mason in
combination. But neither the Catholic Church, nor masons do not accept such « strange
ceremonies ». The conclusion one - R. Reagan was one of Princes of Puritans, an
embodiment of the Satan on the Earth and if not his illness there would be no George Bush
- the Grown-up after the presidency by modern Prince of Puritans. Masons the USA and,
probably, yet have not understood the Western Europe, that they already for a long time not
Free Masons.
R. Reagan funeral essence a ceremony of puritans - Satanists and no more that.
Everyone observing for funeral has noted what to look at a horse without rider and with
such boots simply terribly.
And the army followed R. Reagan straight from a Hell.
Display of the supreme freedom on Puritan, Anglo-Saxon manners. Satanism it is
broadcast for the whole world on all channels of TV. And all are pleased and are silent in
good.
So such freedom and how ourselves to live?
1.
« Freedom - ability of the person to operate according to the interests and the
purposes, basing on knowledge of objective necessity ».
2. « Freedom - the realized necessity ».
3. « Freedom of will - a category designating a philosophical and ethical problem: itself
the person in the actions, i.e. a question on conditionality of human will in which
decision two basic positions have come to light is determined or determined: a
determinism and indeterminism ».
All attempts to adhere Freedom to an objective reality come to an end fiasco. Refusal of
religion and transition to atheism were shown by communistic system. The ending is known
for all. Freedom of Anglo-Saxons - refusal of Christianity and service to the Satan
accumulation of unprecedented riches and material benefits has led to creation of Empire
USA and the Great Britain. Freedom essence a category of faith and religion, instead of
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simply philosophies or ethics or the rational doctrine.
The supreme Divine display of Freedom for a history of a terrestrial civilization is Jesus
Christ's who has brought in a victim for the sake of rescue of all mankind feat.
Essence of Christian Freedom in self-sacrifice, in rescue by affairs, instead of faith.
Calvinists, puritans count the Freedom rescue in eternity by a recognition of belief and
only. They release themselves from any restrictions connected to achievement of success,
material benefits, accumulation of the capital. Affairs can be criminally guilty, but in future
life they see themselves rescued and found a place in paradise. Therefore in this life they
can create any crimes, the main thing for them belief in rescue. These actions are directed
on clearing of Christianity and consequently they serve the Satan. But before death they
are ready to return and to Got to Jesus Christ. Service to the Satan gives them the right for
the blessings of a terrestrial life, and returning to Jesus Christ ostensibly will rescue them in
future life. Swindle - favorite toy puritans, Calvinists and Protestants of all colors.
Accordingly, Freedom of Anglo-Saxon liberalism, the western bourgeoisie consists in
permissiveness, to service of Death.
Early medieval Christian theologians have defined a determinism of Freedom in a
choice of service of the Life or Death. The life is Freedom of self-sacrifice, service to
Christian and universal traditions, fulfillment of just acts for finding a place in paradise in
future life. Death - clearing of Christianity, service to the Satan, permissiveness.
Christian definition of Freedom corresponds also to other religions one Got: to the Islam
and Judaism.
The history of last 500 years has shown two possible variants of development of
Freedom - a Calvinism and Communism. But there is also a third script of succession of
events.
This returning to sources of Orthodoxy, the Islam and Judaism. It is Jesus Christ's who
released from bonds of terrestrial flesh and has devoted the life to rescue of all mankind
Freedom. We should not sacrifice ourselves, there has come time of the Armageddon. Our
rescue in service of the Life, instead of Death. Our free choice in returning to Christian and
universal traditions. Reception and accumulation of money is not a sin, observance moral
and moral standards is that irrational grain of our Freedom which will bring rescue in
eternity.
Our Freedom consists in voluntary restriction of freedom of will, infliction our universal
religion. Accumulation of the capital by any way is a sin, permissiveness and CalvinismPuritan individualism, the doctrine « help itself », worship dollar - to the technical tool of a
devil essence of service to the Satan, Death.
Creative individualism, diligence, diligence, success as positive qualities of the person
correspond to canons of Orthodoxy, Moslem and Judaism. These qualities should be
supplemented with kindness, a collectivism, participation in affairs near.
Following to canons of universal values is not direct and easy way, but our Freedom
withdraws the person from service and worship the Satan, Death. The spiritual unification of
a society under the guise Orthodox Democracy will allow to liberate creative energy of the
population, to make new break in a science, technical equipment and technologies, political
attitudes.
Actually comprehension of our Freedom and refusal of Puritan permissiveness is
counterrevolution since our Freedom returns us to bible Christian and universal values.
Struggle for restoration or preservation ostensibly "become obsolete" public or a political
system just essence of counterrevolution.
But in historical conditions of the Armageddon our counterrevolution is evolutionary jump
from times of in spirituality and a universal sin to a spiritual unification good luck Got, Jesus
Christ or followers of the Islam or Judaism with the uniform God. The old system of political
values will be destroy, the Empire of puritans, Calvinists and Satanists will be kills. The USA
and the Great Britain become completely other states and will lose domination in the world.
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Revolution - means with late Latin turn, revolution. All previous revolutions strengthened
the world in position « the rack on a head ». Or turn to Jesus Christ a back place, and the
person to the Satan.
Counterrevolution of the Party of Orthodox Democracy will return the world in a habitual
state of affairs, from a head on legs. From this process which top is the Armageddon,
followers of service to a Calvinism, Puritanism and Satanism will suffer in the spiritual plan
only. Other world will sigh with simplification and can adjust at last a worthy life to all
inhabitants of a planet, and not just the "elected" Satan to people and peoples. Rulers of
destinies of earthmen will lose the throne forever.
The spiritual victory will lead to a victory political, military and economic. The empire
USA will be last Earth in a history. The imperialism as last stage of capitalism, will become a
thing of the past also nobody begins to disturb ashes of the deceased who so spoiled a
civilization and has filled with blood all planet.
Freedom Valerians or members of the Party of Orthodox Democracy consists in a
recognition of rescue by affairs, voluntary restriction of freedom of will by moral
principles of Orthodoxy, Islam and Judaism.
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